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Abstract

Total duration of stay adjusted for percentage of the total body surface area burned (TBSA

%) is a commonly used outcome measure in burn care. However, it has been criticised as it

is affected by many factors, some of which are not strictly part of burn care. A division into

operative stay and postoperative stay may improve this measure. The aim was to evaluate if

operative stay can serve as a more standardised measure by: comparing the variation in

operative stay/TBSA% with the variation in total stay/TBSA%, and to study different factors

associated with operative stay and postoperative stay.

Patients and methods

Surgically managed burn patients admitted between 2010–14 were included. Operative

stay was defined as the time from admission until the last operation, postoperative stay as

the time from the last operation until discharge. The difference in variation was analysed

with F-test. A retrospective review of medical records was done to explore reasons for

extended postoperative stay. Multivariable regression was used to assess factors associ-

ated with operative stay and postoperative stay.

Results

Operative stay/TBSA% showed less variation than total duration/TBSA% (F test = 2.38,

p<0.01). The size of the burn, and the number of operations, were the independent factors

that influenced operative stay (R2 0.65). Except for the size of the burn other factors were

associated with duration of postoperative stay: wound related, psychological and other med-

ical causes, advanced medical support, and accommodation arrangements before dis-

charge, of which the two last were the most important with an increase of (mean) 12 and 17

days (p<0.001, R2 0.51).
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Conclusion

Adjusted operative stay showed less variation than total hospital stay and thus can be con-

sidered a more accurate outcome measure for surgically managed burns. The size of burn

and number of operations are the factors affecting this outcome measure.

Introduction

Measures for the evaluation of the outcome of care of burns have evolved over time starting

with mortality [1], followed by duration of hospital stay [2], and ending up with quality of life

measures and assessments of scars [3]. In our Burn Centre, total duration of stay was used for

a long time as an important measure of outcome [4]. However, there were several drawbacks,

mainly concerning differences between those patients managed surgically and those managed

conservatively [5]. Adjustment of total duration of stay to percentage of total body surface area

burned (TBSA%) is a more promising way to evaluate outcome [5–7], but the figures vary

among centres and can also vary with different age groups and TBSA% [5, 8].

The absence of standard discharge criteria after inpatient treatment of a burn is also impor-

tant, as it can be influenced by administrative policies and other logistic issues [2, 3, 5], and

can result in longer stays. Many reasons for extended stay can be considered [2, 9–12]: first

wound related, secondly need for advanced medical support and additional treatment for psy-

chological or other medical causes, or accommodation preparation before discharge. The need

for an outcome measure that is more reproducible than duration of total stay is evident.

We are suggesting an improvement in the measurement of hospital stay for the care of

burned patients who require operation, focusing on the surgical part of the period of care. In

patients with deep burns that need excision and grafting the period between admission to the

Burn Centre until all skin grafts are complete and the treatment is at an end is the core period

of treatment. This can be followed by a further interval that we call the postoperative time. We

assume that the time that a patient spends in hospital after the operation has been finished

could indicate reasons that prolong the total time spent in hospital. We hypothesize that the

division of total duration of stay into operative stay and postoperative stay may result in a

more precise way of comparing outcome after burn care as the operative stay could be defined

solely by surgical factors, and the postoperative stay could be affected by administrative and

other factors. We therefore suggest two subdivisions of duration of stay: “Operative stay”

which lasts from the day of admission until the last operation, and the “postoperative stay”

which is the time from the last operation until discharge from the Burn Centre (Fig 1).

We are suggesting an improvement in the measurement of total duration of stay for the

care of burned patients who required operation, focusing on the surgical part of the period of

care.The aim of the present study was to evaluate if operative stay can serve as a more stan-

dardised measure by: comparing the variation in operative stay/TBSA% with the variation in

total stay/TBSA%, and to study different factors associated with operative stay and postopera-

tive stay.

Patients and methods

In this retrospective clinical cohort study, all patients admitted to Linköping University Hospi-

tal Burn Centre between 2010 and 2014 were screened for eligibility. Inclusion criteria were:

patients with burn injury that required surgical intervention, and who were alive at discharge.
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Exclusion criterion was: patients with minor burns who were admitted repeatedly for one day

at a time (scattered stays).

All patients (adults, parents and guardians for minors) were informed verbally of the collec-

tion of data and had the opportunity to not contribute with data to the registry. The data was

extracted from the burn centre database and the electronic medical journal system retrospec-

tively under the protection of the county council in Linköping data network security system,

all patients social security codes were coded to be unidentifiable. Analysis and registering of

data afterwards was done unidentifiable. The study was approved by the Regional Ethics

Review Board in Linköping (2013/341-31).

Treatment

Patients were treated according to a fixed protocol, including early excision and grafting [13],

revision of the wound every second day, standard ventilation when needed [14, 15], together

with parenteral fluids [16] and early enteral nutrition. Those with minor burns had early tan-

gential excision during the first 48 hours whereas most of the surface area was excised during

the first operation for deep burns, which were covered by meshed split thickness skin grafts.

Major burns were treated by staged excisions and covered with xenografts to allow clear

demarcation of the wound’s bed. This was followed by the autograft with a meshed split thick-

ness skin graft when the bed was ready [12, 17, 18].

Data analysis

Variables studied were:

Demographic data: Age and sex

Those related to the burn: TBSA%, superficial dermal (%), deep dermal (%), full thickness

burn (%), total duration of stay, postoperative stay, operative stay, operative stay/TBSA%, total

duration of stay/TBSA%, and postoperative stay/total stay presented as percentage, cause of

burn, reasons for extended postoperative stay, number of operations, duration of operation

(minutes).

Administrative: Region of residence was divided into our region (the referral region for the

Department of Plastic Surgery, Hand Surgery, and Burns) and those who were referred from

outside that region (satellite patients).

Description of the process of content qualitative analysis

As there are no previous studies describing reasons for extended postoperative stay a content

qualitative analysis [19] was applied on all patients who stayed more than 7 days after the last

operation. First the patients’ medical records were reviewed and possible reasons for extended

stay were identified as content units, the aim was to answer the question “why are burned

Fig 1. Outline of the new subdivisions. The operative duration of stay and the postoperative stay in burned

patients treated operatively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.g001
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patients who are treated surgically kept in hospital for longer than 7 days after the last skin

graft?” The next step was categorizing the content units into groups as follows: Wound related,

Advanced medical support required, Accommodation arrangements, Psychological or other

medical causes, No obvious cause (no reason given for the delay in discharge). The reasons

were gathered and categorised independently by three of the authors and the final decision

was taken by consensus.

We hypothesized that patients who made an uneventful recovery would stay in the unit for

a maximum of seven days after the last operation. The calculation of seven days is based on the

assumption that a skin graft is usually the last operation done, and the dressing is changed five

days later, followed by one further dressing to exclude infections and failure of the graft [9,

20]. We then considered that patients who stayed for more than seven days had by definition

extended their postoperative stay, which was the total of days beyond seven days after the last

intervention (Fig 1).

Statistical analysis

Data were analysed with the help of STATA (STATA v12.0, Stata Corp. LP College Station,

TX, USA), and presented as median (10–90 centiles) unless otherwise stated. The significance

of differences in characteristics were assessed with Mann Whitney U test and the chi square

test, and one sample test of proportions based on the binomial distribution was used to test if

the proportion of subgroups differed from 50%. The F test was used to assess the significance

of the difference in variance between two variables (operative stay/TBSA% and total stay/

TBSA%). The Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was used for the analysis of multiple groups (TBSA%

groups), and the Mann Whitney U test post hoc. Multivariable regression was used to analyse

factors for operative stay and postoperative stay. The model was designed to cover: demo-

graphic aspects (age and sex); aspects of the burn injury (superficial dermal %, deep dermal %,

full thickness burn %, cause of burn); burn treatment (number of operations, duration of oper-

ation); and the main causes for extended postoperative stay. All variables were included in the

initial model. Linear correlation was used for multicollinearity test within the different aspects

of the model, and in case of r values close to 1 the variable with less impact on model R2 was

removed. We have presented all variables of the final model in the tables. Probabilities of less

than 0.05 were accepted as significant.

Results

General description

A total of 217 patients were included (Fig 2). The study group was divided into those whose

postoperative stay was extended and those for whom it was not, and the groups differed in

baseline characteristics (Table 1) and treatment characteristics (Table 2). The patients with

extended postoperative stay were older, had larger TBSA%, a higher proportion of flame

burns, and a higher proportion of satellite patients (Table 1). Median operative stay/TBSA%

for all patients was 0.9 days (Table 2).

Operative stay/TBSA% compared with total stay /TBSA%

Operative stay/TBSA% (mean 1.4 days/TBSA%, 95% CI 1.1 to 1.6, variance 2.9) showed a

smaller variation among the studied population when comparing with total stay/TBSA%

(mean 2.7 days/TBSA%, 95% CI 2.4 to 3.1, variance 6.9) (F test = 2.38, p<0.01). The difference

between mean total stay and operative stay was remarkable (54 days, 95% CI -46 to 154 days)

among the group with TBSA% of 60% or more (Fig 3). The total stay/TBSA% was longest in
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both the group with the smallest and the largest TBSA%, while the operative stay/TBSA% was

almost constant (Fig 4). There was no difference in operative stay/TBSA% between the TBSA

% groups (p = 0.64), but there was a highly significant difference in total stay/TBSA% between

Fig 2. Selection of patients included.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.g002
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the TBSA% groups (p<0.001). Post hoc analysis showed that this difference mainly resulted

from the higher ratio in the group with the smallest TBSA% (p<0.01 in the groups with TBSA

%<50%).

Description of the patients grouped by reasons for extended

postoperative stay

Among the 107 patients whose postoperative stay was extended, wound-related problems con-

stituted 41% (44/107) with a median postoperative stay of 12 days. The longest postoperative

stays were among the groups; Advanced medical support, and Accommodation arrangements.

Although the number of patients with no obvious reason was high (22/107), the median post-

operative stay in this group was the shortest (Table 3). Mean postoperative stays and number

of patients are shown in Figs 5 and 6.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the patients, grouped by extended postoperative stay.

All Not extended Extended P value

Patients, n 217 110 (51) 107 (49)

Satellite patients, n (%) 143 (66) 60 (55) 83 (78) <0.001

TBSA% 9.0 (1.5–36.0) 5.0 (1.1–20.5) 15.0 (3.5–49.5) <0.001

Deep dermal and full thickness burn% 3.6 (0.0–28.5) 1.9 (0.0–14.3) 8.5 (1.0–41.5) <0.001

Sex, men (%) 150 (69) 80 (73) 70 (65) 0.24

Age, years 44.0 (2.0–75.0) 37.5 (1.0–73.5) 47.0 (10.0–80.0) 0.02

Cause of injury

Scalds 46 30 (65) 16 (35) 0.05

Chemical 9 8 (89) 1 (11) 0.04

Hot object 20 14 (70) 6 (30) 0.12

Electricity 13 7 (54) 6 (46) 1.00

Flame burns 129 51 (40) 78 (60) 0.03

Data are presented as median (10–90 centiles) or n (%). Mann Whitney U test and Chi square test as appropriate, and one sample test of proportions based

on the binomial distribution for subgroup analyse (cause of injury).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.t001

Table 2. Treatment characteristics, grouped by extended postoperative stay.

All Not extended Extended P value

Patients, n 217 110 (51) 107 (49)

Operative stay, days 10 (0–42) 3.5 (0–22.5) 16 (2–51) <0.001

Postoperative stay, days 7.0 (1.0–15.0) 5.5 (1.0–7.0) 12.0 (8.0–22.0) <0.001

Total stay, days 19.0 (3.0–58.0) 8.0 (1.0–29.0) 28.0 (14.0–76.0) <0.001

Operative stay, % 55 (0–83) 50 (0–88) 57 (13–79) 0.06

Postoperative stay, % 44 (15–100) 44 (9–100) 43 (21–88) 0.24

Operative stay/TBSA% 0.9 (0–2.9) 0.7 (0–2.9) 1.1 (0.3–2.8) <0.001

Total stay/TBSA% 2.0 (0.7–5.6) 1.7 (0.6–5.6) 2.1 (1.0–5.4) 0.03

Operations, n 2.0 (1.0–8.0) 1.0 (1.0–4.0) 3.0 (1.0–9.0) <0.001

Total operation time, minutes 120.0 (60.0–1320.0) 120.0 (60.0–480.0) 300.0 (60.0–1620.0) <0.001

Operation minutes/TBSA% 26.7 (6.7–80.0) 26.7 (7.4–96.2) 28.8 (5.5–64.3) 0.68

Data are presented as median (10–90 centiles) or n (%). Mann Whitney U test. Operative stay % is the percentage of operative stay out of the total duration

of hospital stay. Postoperative stay % is the percentage of postoperative days out of the total duration of hospital stay.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.t002
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Factors that affected operative stay

Number of operations and the extent of the burn were independent factors for duration of oper-

ative stay. Neither age, sex, nor cause of injury contributed significantly to the model. The vari-

able “duration of operation” was removed from the model as it was intercorrelated with the

number of operations (r = 0.97). Operative stay was not confounded by the main reasons for

extended postoperative stay except for Advanced medical support required, although we did

not study enough patients to achieve significance (Table 4). S1 Table shows that operative dura-

tion of stay can be predicted by the extent and depth of the burn injury with a model R2 of 0.56.

Factors that affected postoperative stay

Longer postoperative stay was associated with the extent of the burn and all of the main causes for

extended postoperative stay except for the group with “no obvious cause”. The groups with the

longest postoperative stays were the ones with issues related to accommodation arrangements

(mean 16.9 days longer) and advanced medical support (mean 11.8 days longer). (Table 5).

The main causes for extended postoperative stay accounted for 13% of the model strength

(removing this categorised variable showed a decrease of adjusted R2 from 0.51 to 0.38), while

the size of the burn (percentage superficial dermal, deep dermal, and full thickness burn)

accounted for 3% of the total model (a decreased of adjusted R2 from 0.51 to 0.48).

Discussion

This is to our knowledge the first study to focus on duration of hospital stay (in patients whose

burns were treated surgically) during the core period of surgical treatment. We subdivided

Fig 3. Mean total stay and operative stay by TBSA% groups.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.g003
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total duration of stay into two well-defined entities (operative stay, and postoperative stay), the

cutoff point being the last autograft day. The use of this day as cutoff seems arbitrary but

regardless the size of the burn or the different surgical plans applied there is still always a last

operation applying autografts, which generates a substantial degree of standardization.

Fig 4. Mean total stay/TBSA% and operative stay/TBSA% by TBSA% groups.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.g004

Table 3. Details of the patients by extended postoperative stay cause group.

Patients Satellite

patients

Age,

years

Sex,

men

TBSA% Postoperative

stay

Total stay Total stay

/TBSA%

Operations

Wound related 44 (41) 35 (80) 42 (14–

71)

28 (64) 17.5 (4.8–

55)

12 (9–21) 26.5 (14–

63)

1.7 (0.9–4.0) 2 (1–8)

Psychological & other

medical

18 (17) 12 (67) 40.5 (2–

66)

11 (61) 16.5 (2–

53)

12 (9–20) 26.5 (13–

76)

2.0 (1.0–8.2) 3 (1–8)

Advanced medical support

related

14 (13) 9 (64) 57.5 (0.5–

87)

9 (64) 26.3 (4–

62)

14.5 (12–70) 50.5 (23–

226)

3.0 (1.3–6.1) 7.5 (1–16)

Accommodation

arrangements

7 (7) 7 (100) 51 (2–94) 4 (57) 11 (2.5–

45.3)

14 (8–81) 27 (14–95) 2.3 (1.8–5.6) 2 (1–9)

No obvious cause 24 (22) 20 (83) 52.5 (13–

72)

18 (75) 9.3 (3–

29.3)

8 (8–10) 26.5 (15–

47)

2.2 (1.2–5.2) 3 (1–5)

Total 107 83 (78) 47 (10–

80)

70 (65) 15 (3.5–

49.5)

12 (8–22) 28 (14–76) 2.1 (1–5.4) 3 (1–9)

Data are presented as median (10–90 centiles) or n (%).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.t003
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Fig 5. Mean postoperative stays (days) for each cause group.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.g005

Fig 6. Total sum of postoperative stays (days) for each cause group.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.g006
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Table 4. Multivariable regression for operative stay.

Coefficient p value 95% CI

Superficial dermal % 0.40 0.04 0.03 to 0.77

Deep dermal % 0.08 0.59 -0.21 to 0.36

Full thickness burn % 1.06 <0.001 0.67 to 1.45

Operations, number 4.35 <0.001 2.95 to 5.75

Age (years) -0.06 0.28 -0.16 to 0.05

Sex (male) -1.80 0.49 -6.90 to 3.30

Cause of burn

Scalds

Chemical 3.73 0.56 -8.89 to 16.35

Hot object 2.12 0.65 -7.09 to 11.33

Electricity -0.74 0.89 -11.77 to 10.28

Flame 3.18 0.36 -3.60 to 9.95

Main causes for extended postoperative stay*

No obvious cause 3.61 0.36 -4.11 to 11.32

Wound related -3.83 0.26 -10.44 to 2.79

Psychological & other medical -3.70 0.41 -12.47 to 5.06

Advanced medical support related 10.59 0.05 -0.20 to 21.38

Accommodation arrangements -7.57 0.26 -20.82 to 5.69

Constant -1.18 0.74 -8.18 to 5.82

Model adjusted R2 0.65 p<0.001, n = 217.

*Reference group was the 110 patients who not had extended postoperative stay.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.t004

Table 5. Multivariable regression for postoperative stay.

Coefficient p value 95% CI

Superficial dermal % 0.05 0.54 -0.11 to 0.21

Deep dermal % 0.16 0.01 0.04 to 0.28

Full thickness burn % 0.29 0.001 0.12 to 0.46

Operations, number 0.57 0.07 -0.04 to 1.18

Age (years) 0.00 0.97 -0.05 to 0.04

Sex (male) -0.16 0.88 -2.38 to 2.05

Cause of burn

Scalds

Chemical 0.19 0.95 -5.28 to 5.66

Hot object 0.82 0.69 -3.17 to 4.81

Electricity -2.49 0.31 -7.27 to 2.29

Flame 0.01 1.00 -2.93 to 2.95

Main causes for extended postoperative stay*

No obvious cause 1.94 0.25 -1.40 to 5.29

Wound related 5.54 <0.001 2.67 to 8.40

Psychological & other medical 6.57 0.001 2.77 to 10.37

Advanced medical support related 11.80 <0.001 7.12 to 16.48

Accommodation arrangements 16.86 <0.001 11.12 to 22.61

Constant 2.44 0.11 -0.59 to 5.48

Model adjusted R2 0.51 p<0.001, n = 217.

*Reference group was the 110 patients who not had extended postoperative stay.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174579.t005
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Variations in this period of the care should reflect the efficiency of the surgical plans in differ-

ent burn centres more closely than the duration of total hospital stay does, which makes opera-

tive stay an interesting measure for benchmarking purposes.

We found that operative stay was a more consistent measure than total stay. The proposed

new divisions of time periods can facilitate investigation of the underlying factors that affect

both periods, and make it easier to study the reasons for long stays in hospital.

Duration of operative stay/TBSA% compared with total stay/TBSA%

We found that operative stay/TBSA% was a reliable tool for judging the surgical care of

burns with few confounders, even though it does not reflect the actual healing time. In the

current study, almost half the patients had extended postoperative stays [3]. Healing time as

an outcome measure could be an alternative to help to evaluate the surgical care of burns

[10, 21, 22], but the difficulties of definition and estimation of the accurate healing time lim-

its its use [2].

Total duration of stay/TBSA% is often criticised when it is used in patients with smaller

TBSA% burns, as it leads to disproportionally high values compared with groups with larger

TBSA% [5, 7]. This is in contrast to the results in the present study in which we use duration of

operative stay/TBSA%, as it gave more consistent and comparable values.

Reasons for extended postoperative stay

Issues related to accommodation and advanced medical support proved to be the strongest

independent predictors for longer postoperative stays. Advanced medical support was the

issue in only a few patients with extended postoperative stays (13%), but its impact in extend-

ing the duration of postoperative stay was large, which is in line with a previous study in which

admission to the ICU was shown to be a strong predictor of longer overall duration of stay [2].

There were wound-related issues in 41% of the patients with extended postoperative stays, and

their median was 12 days. This outlines the validity of the concept of operative stay/ postopera-

tive stay as it could detect longer periods of care that can be reduced by transferring the patient

back to his home hospital, or supplying the care in outpatients if the patient’s general condition

permits [9].

Factors that affected operative stay

As anticipated, extension and depth of the burn were strongly associated with the duration of

operative stay. This strengthens the value of it as a predictor of surgical care and the high R2

value (0.56) in the corresponding model (S1 Table) supports the validity of the proposed con-

cept of operative stay, and is in line with other studies that have analysed predictors for dura-

tion of stay [2]. Female sex was not an independent factor for longer operative stay, which is in

line with some studies [11, 23, 24] but not others [2, 25–28].

Age was not a predictor for longer operative stays, which was not in line with most of the

reported results of regression models for total duration of stay [23–27]. We think that the

improved management of elderly patients during the last decade [29] can explain that age no

longer is an independent factor for duration of stay.

Factors that affected postoperative stay

Longer postoperative stay was associated with the extent of the burn and all except one of the

main causes for extended postoperative stay. These results indicate that it can be interesting to

investigate each period (operative stay and postoperative stay) separately in the future. The
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group with extended postoperative stays had more severe burns and subsequently a higher risk

for organ dysfunction and other complications, and a higher need for advanced medical sup-

port. We did not include any organ function score in the current study, as it is somewhat out-

side the scope of the aim, but it would be interesting to compare the length of postoperative

care between burn centres (adjusted for TBSA%) and comparing the development of organ

dysfunctions and other complications among the patients who required prolonged stay for

medical reasons.

Limitations

One limitation is the variation among different burn centres in their approach to excision of

burns, with different timings and different intervals, which could hinder the generalisation of

the results. The use of the last operation as a cut-off point can be questioned for the same rea-

son. However, the centres that achieve the shortest operative stay, regardless of timing, surgical

management, or alternative wound management, would be able to show the direct benefit of

their management with the use of the outcome measure “operative stay”.

Another limitation was that it was retrospective when looking for the reasons for extended

postoperative stays, and it was difficult in some cases to retrieve a supposed cause of delayed

discharge. Nevertheless all groups except one were represented in the regression model show-

ing different impacts which can reflect the real situation for this care period. In the most diffi-

cult cases we preferred to add them to the “no obvious cause” group. However, this group had

the shortest postoperative stays of all groups.

The exclusion of 147 patients because of the short stay policy may also be a limitation. How-

ever, this group of patients needed procedures that required only one day in hospital, so had

no extended postoperative stay. Excluding or selecting short stay patients has previously been

used by several authors [5].

Conclusion

Adjusted operative stay showed less variation than total hospital stay and thus can be consid-

ered a more accurate outcome measure for surgically managed burns. The size of burn and

number of operations are the factors affecting this outcome measure. The concept of postoper-

ative care period can be used as an instrument to monitor the total duration of a patient’s hos-

pital stay.
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